
 

 

DHRUV AND LAKSHMIBAI HOUSE REPORT 
TYAGAM PARAM AANANDAM 

SANTOSHAM PARAM SUKHAM 
The Second House Function was presented jointly by Dhruv and Lakshmibai House on 30th 
August 2022. The event was graced by an eminent personality Dr. Shailendra Vyas who has 
graciously consented to be the judge for all the four house functions. The function was 
based on the theme of ‘Tyaag’ and ‘Santosh’; two values that need to be inculcated in the 
younger generation to realize the true meaning of happiness. The function commenced 
with a mellifluous orchestra based on Taal Baageshwari followed by another musical 
ensemnle which was a mix of Raag Kaafi, Raag Shivranjini and Raag Kirwani. The audience 
were serenaded by the symphonies that filled the air. The House Reports highlighting the 
achievements of both houses over the period of the previous year were read out. The pride 
over the achievements was clearly visible on all the faces. The House Reports were 
followed by the invocation to Lord Buddha who epitomizes sacrifice and contentment. The 
solo performance by Dhruv House was a piano recital by Aalaya Chandola where the entire 
auditorium was filled with the notes of Chopin. The solo performance by Lakshmibai house 
was presented by Antara Chatterjee who is a trained Oddisi dancer. Antara’s dance was a 
tribute to the omnipresence and mahima of Goddess Durga. The group song ‘Des Mere, 
Des Mere’ focused on the sentiment of love, devotion and a sense of attachment to the 
homeland. We remember together and reflect over a truly selfless surrender to the nation. 
The groups song was followed by a group dance titled ‘Pukaar’ which highlighted the 
essence of self-sacrifice through the words of the Bard of India, Rabindranath Tagore. The 
drama titled ‘Tyaag hai aanand toh Santosh hai Parmanand’ beautifully showcased the 
beautiful unity of sacrifice and contentment.  
Dr. Vyas took to the stage and commended the efforts of the entire creative team and 
proudly mentioned that Gyan Bharati loves to and isn’t afraid of ‘experimenting’. He 
lauded the entire team for bringing such profound themes down to the level of the learners 
to help them appreciate it more. The School Director, Mrs. Lata Viadyanathan ma’am and 
principal Jyoti Saxena ma’am were also beaming with pride as they praised the efforts of 
the creative team and the children and said that the bar just gets set higher and higher with 
each and every function.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


